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Abstract8
The p-I diagram of a frame beam subjected to blast loading is established, including the elastic lateral restraint and inertia offered by9
the rest of the structure, the development of nonlinear membrane action and also, the bending-tension (M-N) interaction that develops10
in the plastic hinges. The analytical procedures to compute the asymptotes in the p-I diagram as well as a parametric study on the11
p-I diagram are provided. A dimensional analysis of the problem reveals that, under the considered assumptions, four dimensionless12
parameters mainly influence the required ductility of the beam. Two of them are related to the behaviour of the indirectly affected13
part (the lateral restraint and mass). Another one is related to the mechanical properties of the investigated beam (i.e. the ratio of the14
bending to axial resistance). The last parameter incorporates scales of the geometry and of the deformed configuration at the onset of15
the plastic mechanism.16
Keywords: pressure-impulse diagram, blast loading, non-linear membrane force, lateral restraint, lateral inertia,17
M-N interaction.18
PACS: xxx.xxx, xxx.xxx, xxx.xxx19
2008 MSC: xxx.xxx20
Highlights:21
• An analytical model to predict the response of a frame beam subjected to blast loading is proposed.22
• The lateral restraint may significantly reduce the required ductility at the beam level.23
• The M-N interaction developing in the yielded zone increases the required ductility at the beam level.24
1. Introduction25
Recent standards or norms are concerned about the need to confer robustness to structures subjected to excep-26
tional events such as natural catastrophes, explosions or impacts, in order to avoid their progressive collapse. In27
particular it is expected that the loss of any column in a frame building results in a possibly highly damaged but28
still stable structural system. An accurate finite element modeling of all possible scenarii is by far too expensive29
and simpler analysis tools are required, at least at early design stages. Driven by the recent observations that the30
structural behaviour of the beam above a compartment affected by a blast mainly governs the local response [1, 2],31
a simple model of the system is developed with a condensation of the rest of the structure, usually referred to as32
the indirectly affected part (IAP). More precisely, this paper focuses on the determination of the required ductility33
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of frame beams subjected to a blast loading considering the effects of lateral inertia and elastic restraint offered by34
the IAP.35
The pressure-impulse (p-I) diagram is commonly used to design elements or structures for a given blast loading.36
It consists of contour sets of damage for structural elements [3, 4, 5]. The damage index could be the required37
ductility for beams or slabs in bending [6], the ratio of the residual to the design axial resistances for columns [7]38
or the ultimate rotation for joints [8].39
The typical profile of a p-I diagram is composed of two asymptotes pertaining to the fast (impulsive) and the40
slow (quasi-static) dynamics. The transition between these two extremes corresponds to a dynamic regime, where41
the duration of the loading interacts with the timescales of the structure.42
In the literature, the conversion of a continuous beam to an equivalent single degree of freedom (SDOF) system is43
suggested in order to assess the required ductility of the beam or eventually to develop its corresponding p-I diagram.44
The mass, the stiffness and the load applied on the beam are multiplied by some lumping factors assuming a flexural45
behaviour of the beam [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, the effects of shear and membrane forces are neglected although they46
can be significant in some cases [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].47
R.Vaziri et Al. [14] and N.Jones [9] looked into the development of the membrane force and the M-N interaction48
for a simply supported or fixed beam. Langdon and Schleyer [15] presented a model of a beam including some49
lateral and rotational restraints at its ends as well as the development of the membrane force. They compared the50
response of the model with the experimental results of the post-critical response of a corrugated steel wall panel51
subjected to blast loading. Fallah and Louca [16] derived a p-I diagram for equivalent softening and hardening52
SDOF models substituting the structural behaviour of the corrugated steel wall by an equivalent bilinear resistance-53
displacement curve. They also propose analytical equations of the asymptotes expressed as a function of the so-called54
hardening/softening index.55
Dragos and Wu have recently proposed a full analytical procedure based on an empirical approach to derive the56
p-I diagram of a bilinear SDOF model [17]57
The aim of this paper is to establish the p-I diagram of a frame beam subjected to a close-field local internal58
blast loading including the effect of nonlinear membrane actions, the bending moment-axial (M-N) plastic resistance59
interaction curve of the beam as well as the dynamic interaction with the reduced model of the IAP of the structure.60
An inexpensive iterative analytical scheme is derived for the expressions of the p-I diagram asymptotes and a61
dimensionless parametric study according to four structural variables is also performed.62
2. Problem Formulation63
2.1. Description of the problem64
The considered problem consists in the establishment of the structural dynamic response of a beam under a65





Figure 1: (a) Sketch of the considered problem, (b) Idealized blast loading, (c) Axial force-bending moment interaction law
mass ms and an equivalent elastic bending stiffness ks. Specific to this problem is the lateral restraint K
? and the67
mass M? that materialize a horizontal restraint as well as a participating mass; they model the passive interaction68
of this beam with the IAP and result from a dynamic condensation as stated in Section 2.2. The loading is assumed69
to develop synchronously along the beam and is idealized as a triangular pulse, see Fig. 1-b, so that70






where t represents the time variable, po is the peak blast pressure and td is the positive phase duration. The71





Consistently with common practice in impact engineering, the loading is parametrized by (po, I) in the sequel,73
rather than (po, td). The maximum response of the beam under this parametric blast loading is then represented74
in a (po, I) diagram for various blast durations and intensities.75
The beam deforms symmetrically under this loading. The material law is elastic perfectly plastic but, in order76
to simplify the kinematics, the deflection in the elastic regime is neglected so that the deformed configuration of77
the beam, after plasticity has installed, consists of two straight elastic portions connected by a plastic hinge. Two78
additional plastic hinges also develop at the end supports of the beam. The kinematics are thus fully described by79
the mid-span displacement X or equivalently by the rotation θ = X/` of each portion of the beam, which makes80
this model that of a single degree-of-freedom system.81
The presence of the lateral restraint and mass generates membrane (axial) forces in the beam. They are captured82
in the model thanks to a second-order large displacement/small rotation model, writing the equilibrium equations83
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in the deformed configuration but yet assuming moderate rotations, i.e. keeping second order terms as84
sin θ ' tan θ ' θ = X
`







so that the elongation of the lateral spring reads85




Using an overhead dot to indicate differentiation with respect to time t, the shortening velocity and acceleration86











Because of the membrane force K?δ increasing quadratically in the lateral spring as the transverse displacement88
X increases, the plastic bending moment Mpl that could, otherwise, be beared by the plastic hinge might drop89
during blasting. Accordingly the model presented next incorporates the M−N interaction law between the bending90
moment M and the axial force N into the beam, which might be reduced on an inclusive basis in order to account91











where Npl is the plastic axial resistance. Symbols α, β and γ refer to some parameters of the model (Fig. 1-94
c), which should be selected in accordance with the considered application. They might take on different values95
depending on the constitutive material in the structure, namely involving steel, concrete or composite structures96
([18, 19, 20, 21, 22]).97
The main assumptions of the model are that: (i) the lateral restraint (and the IAP) remain(s) in an elastic98
regime; (ii) the beam-to-column joints are perfectly rigid; (iii) the axial elongation of the plastic hinges under99
bending moment and membrane forces and the elastic elongation of the beam are neglected; (iv) the material law100
is elastic perfectly plastic; ; (v) the effect of the strain rate on the resistance is not considered ; (vi) the position of101
the plastic hinges is fixed and (vii) the shear failure is not considered.102
2.2. Extraction of the beam from the structure103
This section discusses the extraction of the beam from the whole structure in order to study the simplest104
configuration represented in Figure 1. The main challenge of dynamic condensation is to reproduce the important105
dynamic signature of the global finite element model after reduction of the IAP of the structure to a lateral equivalent106
mass and spring. No unique solution exists; some are discussed in this Section and illustrated in the applications.107
In a finite element context, the equation of motion of the structure reads108
MstrX¨str + fint (Xstr) = Pstr (7)
4
Figure 2: Horizontal displacements at the ends of the blast loaded beam.




and Pstr respectively represent the mass matrix, the internal forces,109
the nodal displacements (see Figure 2) and the dynamic external loading.110
In order to simplify the model reduction, we assume that the blast loading instantaneously annihilates the111
bending stiffness at the connection of the investigated beam and its supporting columns. However, the vertical112
reaction still exists since the columns are supposed to be still stable after explosion, meaning that the residual axial113

















 = 0, (8)
namely the elastic restoring forces in the structure, expressed in terms of the stiffness matrix Kstr and the auto-116
balanced membrane forces φ (X1 −X2; p) associated with the kinematic quantities X1 and X2 corresponding to the117
horizontal displacements of the ends of the beam.118
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∆str := T∆str (9)
explicitly introduces the relative elongation X1 −X2.120
Substitution of (9) into (8) and multiplication by TT projects the equation of motion in a new coordinate system121
composed of the chord elongation of the beam δ, the average horizontal displacement Xh and the displacements of122
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the other nodes of the model. It reads123






where Mstr,T = T
TMstrT and Kstr,T = T
TKstrT. We may now recourse to known model reduction techniques in124
order to lump this dynamical system to the single degree-of-freedom δ. These techniques assume that the lumped125
degrees-of-freedom are expressed as an affine transformation of the master degree-of-freedom δ ,126
∆str = T
∗δ, (11)
where T∗ is a transformation matrix, selected in accordance with the type of the model reduction. After reduction,127
the scalar governing equation reads128
M∗δ¨ +K∗δ = −φ(δ; p) (12)
where M∗ = T∗TMstr,TT∗ and K∗ = T∗TKstr,TT∗. The hypothesis (11) could look rather strong, at first sight,129
as it enforces all degrees-of-freedom, and among others the average horizontal displacement of the beam, to evolve130
synchronously with the reduced coordinate δ. Model reduction techniques may however preserve an accurate quasi-131
static response (Guyan) or oscillatory response in a vibration mode of the structure (all the responses vibrate in132
phase and their amplitude are defined to within a constant), as seen below with four different examples of reduction.133
First, a classical procedure to reduce a finite element model is the Guyan (or static) condensation [23]. The set134











 and where ∆R =
 Xh
XR
 gathers the degrees-of-freedom to be condensed. As a136
result , they can be expressed as137
∆R =
(−K−1RRKRδ) δ (14)





Second, the Improved Reduced System (IRS) reduction process adjusts the Guyan condensation by adding some139
corrective terms in order to better represent the mass associated with the discarded degrees-of-freedom [24]. The140
















, M∗G and K∗G are the reduced mass and stiffness resulting142
from the Guyan condensation. This process is known to improve the accuracy of the results obtained from the143
Guyan condensation for higher modes of the system.144
Third, if the global model vibrates mainly according to one mode shape, a dynamic condensation selecting that145
mode shape as a basis for the transformation matrix T∗ is more appropriate as it conserves one eigen mode and146
eigenvalue of the original model[25]. For the simple degree-of-freedom condensation under consideration here, the147
transformation matrix is readily obtained as148
T∗D =
 1(
− (KRR − ω2MRR)−1 (KRδ − ω2MRδ))
 (17)
where ω represents the natural frequency of the eigen mode of interest.149
The System Equivalent Reduction Expansion Process (SEREP) [26] is a fourth method that preserves several150
natural frequencies of the global model . The eigen solution of the reduced system is exact and does not depend on151
the location nor the number of points preserved in the reduced model. As only one degree-of-freedom is kept in the152
current approach, the SEREP provides a solution very similar to that given by the dynamic condensation as the153
natural frequency is the same but the reduced stiffness and mass can be slightly different in some cases.154
Later in this paper, one of these reduction models is shown to be more appropriate, and thus, that last one is155
selected to present all our numerical results.156
2.3. Structural Behaviour157
The structural behaviour of the equivalent single degree-of-freedom oscillator is sketched in Figure 3. It illus-158
trates, under a blast loading, the total internal force Fint in the nonlinear oscillator as a function of the generalized159
coordinate X. It is composed of the internal forces in the beam resulting from the elastic-platic deformations and160
of the nonlinear restoring forces in the horizontal spring. This illustration is provided qualitatively here, while the161
equivalence between the continuous structure depicted in Fig. 1-a and this single degree-of-freedom oscillator is162
formally developed later, based on an energy equivalence and displacement-based approach. Figure 3-c shows the163
free body diagram of the equivalent oscillator, indicating the balance of internal forces Fint, external forces Fext164




where Ms is a generalized mass, as discussed later.165




(where Ib and E are the inertia of the166


















Figure 3: (a) Sketch of the structural behaviour of the equivalent single degree-of-freedom oscillator, (b) equivalent single degree-of-
freedom oscillator, (c) free body diagram of the equivalent oscillator.
recovered in a reversible manner during the unloading regime. Although there is a slight shift in their occurrence,168
it is assumed that all three plastic hinges of the problem form at the same time, after the mid-span displacement169
has reached Xy and for a distributed pressure ps equal to
4Mp
`2 corresponding, actually, to occurrence of the third170




After yielding has occurred, the beam enters a dissipative plastic regime where some strain energy U2 is dissipated172
in the plastic hinges. In an elastic-perfectly plastic model, one would expect a horizontal plateau associated with173
the plastic bending moment in the plastic hinges. However, the maximum allowable bending moment accepted by174
the plastic hinges is initially Mp but this value is more or less rapidly affected —depending on the spring stiffness175
K? and the mass M∗— as the axial force in the beam grows. It then features a smooth and gentle decrease, as176
seen in Fig. 3-a, as membrane forces develop. Notice they might be estimated as follows. We consider that the177
plastic hinges have already developed at that stage, i.e. the shear force in the beam is equal to 2M (N) /` where178
M (N) represents the reduced allowable bending moment, as per the interaction law (see Equation (6)). It can be179
approximated by 2Mpl/l as the dissipation of energy in the beam will be overestimated. The axial force in the beam180
is obtained by the horizontal equilibrium equation at the right end of the beam181

















At last but not least, internal forces in the equivalent single degree-of-freedom system are also composed of182
the elastic restoring force in the lateral spring. These grow proportional to the third power of the transverse183
displacement of the beam.184
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2.4. Governing Equations185
Energy conservation states that the sum of kinetic energy K and elastic-plastic strain energy U = U1 +U2 +U3186
is equal to the work done by the external forces187
K + U1 + U2 + U3 = W. (19)






where ks is the equivalent elastic bending stiffness of the beam, see Figure 3. This expression is valid for X ∈ [0;Xy]189
and should be set equal to 12ksX
2
y for values of X out of this interval. Taking into account the reduction of the190






























for X ≥ Xy and X˙ ≥ 0. Since we mainly focus on the determination of the maximum displacement and internal193








∈ [−∞; 0]× R194





































where Ms = 2ms`/3 is the generalized mass corresponding to the assumed kinematics.198



















dx = p`X (24)


































X , X˙ , X¨
)]
dX for X > Xy and X˙ ≥ 0.
(26)
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2.5. Equation of Motion202
The equation of motion of the generalized problem is derived by differentiating the energy conservation law with203
respect to time and then dividing this conservation of power by the velocity X˙.204






























for X > Xy and X˙ ≥ 0
(28)
where Fint,b (t) is the equivalent internal force in the beam.207


















where Fext (t) is the equivalent force due to blast loading.211


















This is the nonlinear equation (with time-varying mass) that needs to be solved in order to determine the maximum213
displacement, and so the required ductility, of the system.214
2.6. Scaling and Dimensionless Formulation215
A natural timescale of the problem is the characteristic period of the elastic beam without lateral restraint and216
inertia T =
√
Ms/ks. The characteristic pessure ps = 4Mpl/`
2 corresponds to the the static pressure at which217
the plastic beam mechanism is formed, while the characteristic displacement definitely corresponds to the yield218
displacement Xy = ps`/ks. The dimensionless version of the equation of motion is obtained by rescaling the time219






























where X = X/Xy is the dimensionless displacement and the prime symbol ’ represents differentiation with respect221
to the dimensionless time τ = t/T . Other dimensionless parameters of the problem naturally appear as the ratio222
τd = td/T of the duration of blasting over the characteristic timescale, the ratio ψM = 4M
?/Ms of the lateral223
participating mass to the mass of the beam, the ratio ψK = K
∗/Ks of the lateral restraint to the stiffness of the224
beam, the yield rotation θy = Xy/`, the dimensionless peak overpressure of the blast loading p = p0/ps and the225





X for X ≤ 1,m [n(X,X ′, X ′′)] for X > 1 and X ′ ≥ 0. (33)
The dimensionless axial force n := N/Npl and its interaction with the dimensionless bending moment m :=227
M/Mpl are respectively given by228









mβ + γnα = 1 (35)







where Xm represents the maximum displacement of the beam, is only ruled out by the six dimensionless numbers230
of this problem, namely ψK , ψM , ξ, θy, p¯, τd.231
The scope of this work is to analyse how the demand of ductility µ is related to these parameters. There is no232
closed-form solution of the governing equation of the problem (32), taking into account (33) and (34)-(35). We will233
therefore limit the study to the influence of the problem parameters on the demand in ductility. As the influence234
of some parameters such as the duration of the blasting are relatively well understood, we mainly focus on the235
influence of ψK and ψM as they are specific to this model.236
For the protection of staff and equipment through the attenuation of blast pressure and to shield them from the237
effects of fragments and falling portions of the structure, recommended deformation limits are given under category238
1 in Table 1. For the protection of structural elements themselves from collapse under the action of blast loading,239
the recommended deformation limits are given under protection category 2 in Table 1 [5].240
The dimensionless parameters ψK and ψM depend, respectively, on the stiffness and the inertia offered by the241
IAP and result from reduction models. In Figure 4-a, the structure has no lateral restraint nor additionnal inertia242
because, as explained earlier, the bending stiffness of the columns is neglected and the weight of the columns is243




θ µ θ µ
Reinforced concrete beams and slabs 2° ' 35 mrad / 4° ' 70 mrad /
Structural steel beams and plates 2° ' 35 mrad 10 12° ' 210 mrad 20
Table 1: Maximum values of ductility µ and rotation θ for steel and concrete structural elements according to two levels of protection
defined by the US Army. [5]
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Steel structure configurations with IPE 270 beams (5.4m), HEA 240 columns (4.5m), CHS 175x5 braces and a linear mass
of the floor equals to 2500 kg/m.
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Guyan condensation Dynamic condensation IRS SEREP
Structure ψK [−] ψM [−] ψK [−] ψM [−] ψK [−] ψM [−] ψK [−] ψM [−]
(b) 0.3 6.2 0.3 6.3 0.3 6.3 0.23 6.3
(c) 0.64 14.8 0.68 16.4 0.71 25.0 0.68 16.4
(d) 2.91 8.7 3.81 13.6 3.52 13.1 4.36 15.8
Table 2: Values of the dimensionless parameters ψK and ψM for different structures obtained by different reduction models.
4-d offers a large stiffness to the relative chord elongation of the beam. Of course, the more lateral columns and245
bracings, the more rigid the lateral restraint offered to the beam.246
Table 2 gives the values of these parameters for the four structures illustrated in Figure 4. Since they immediately247
represent scaled versions of K? and M?, which depend on the reduction technique, results obtained with the different248
reduction models are used. As expected, the Guyan (static) condensation is accurate for the assessment of the249
stiffness of the IAP of the structure but the inertia forces are not preserved. The IRS reduction process adjusts the250
Guyan condensation by adding some corrective terms so as to represent well the mass associated with the deleted251
DOF. For the dynamic condensation and the SEREP, one mode is needed to perform the reduction of the global252
model. This mode is selected such as it is the first mode that exhibits a relative horizontal displacement at the ends253
of the beam. These reduced models have the advantage to contain one natural frequency of the global model.254
It should be noted that the Guyan process will be more appreciated if the IAP of the structure is loaded quasi-255
statically by the membrane force in the beam. Otherwise, the dynamic condensation or the SEREP are preferred.256
To cover a wide range of cases, the dimensionless parameter ψK and ψM are assumed to vary from 0 to 4 and from257
0 to 20 respectively (in Figure 4).258
The dimensionless parameters ξ and θy depend only on the properties of the profile and its span. Figure 5259
represents, in a scatter plot, the relation between these two parameters according to the span-to-depth ratio of the260
beam for any class-1 S355 steel-grade steel profiles in the ArcelorMittal catalogue (such as I, H-shaped or tubular261
profiles). They are found to be inversely proportional to each other in the range of interest as indicated by the262







lies in the tiny range [2.29 10−4; 2.63 10−4] for the (rather wide) set of considered steel profiles. The parameters ξ264
and θy vary from 4.2 % to 1.1 % and 6.2 mrad to 22 mrad respectively as the ratio 2`/h increases from 10 to 30265
(Table 3).266
Note that the dimensionless parameter ξ for the M-N interaction is analogous to the dimensionless parameter ν267
for the M-V interaction in [13], which is defined as a dimensionless ratio of the bending to shear strengths.268





















Figure 5: Relation between ξ × θy for steel beams with S355 steel grade according to different ratios 2l/h.
Ratio 2l/h 10 20 30
min (ξ) [%] 3.3 1.7 1.1
max (ξ) [%] 4.2 2.1 1.4
min (θy) [mrad] 6.2 12.4 18.7
max (θy) [mrad] 7.3 14.6 22
Table 3: Minimum and maximum values of the dimensionless parameters ξ [%] and θy [mrad] for steel beams with S355 steel grade
according to different ratios 2l/h.
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natural timescale of the structure. For the impulsive (τd  1 ) and quasi-static (τd  1) regimes, some asymptotic270
analytical solutions are derived for the level of required ductility; they are provided in the following section. In the271
intermediate dynamic regime (τd ≈ 1), where the timescales of the loading and of the response interact, the set of272
equations (32), (34) and (35) must be solved.273
3. Asymptotic Solutions274
3.1. The quasi-static solution (p asymptote)275
In the case of the quasi-static loading (τd  1), the terms involving velocity and acceleration in the equation of276
motion are discarded. From an energetic viewpoint, this corresponds to equating the work done by external forces277
to the strain energy stored in the structure [3]. In the quasi-static loading regime, the dimensionless work done by278








where we have taken 2U1 (Xy) = ksX
2
y as a characteristic work. Furthemore, assuming β = 1 in order to develop280






































where A1 = 4ξθy, A2 = 8ψKξθy and 2F1
(
−α;α+ 1;α+ 2;−A2A1 X¯
)
is a hypergeometric function. In particular283



































Equating the dimensionless work in equation (38) to the dimensionless strain energy in equation (39) gives285
p0`Xm
ksX2y








Up (µ, ψK , ξ, θy) . (43)
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This relation does not involve the momentum of the loading. This indicates that, in the quasi-static regime where287
inertial forces are neglected, the response µ only depends on the magnitude of the loading p, not its duration.288
Consequently the level set representation of the ductility demand features horizontal asymptotes in the p-I diagram.289
3.2. The impulsive solution (I asymptote)290
At the fast timescale, for short duration of blasting compared to the natural period of the structure (τd  1),291
conservation of momentum over the short period of loading provides the initial structural velocity to be considered292
for the free response taking place after the loading has stopped. In this case, X˙0 = I/Ms is the initial velocity at293
mid-span, since the additional mass M∗ does not participate in the balance of momentum during this short loading294
phase, as the velocity δ˙ is proportional to the (small) generalized displacement X, see (6).295
In the subsequent elastic-plastic free vibration problem, the maximum displacement is determined by equating296
the initial kinetic energy corresponding to this initial velocity and the strain energy in the system [3]. The initial297












Thus, equating this dimensionless kinetic energy to the dimensionless strain energy gives299
I2
ksMsX2y
= 2U I (µ, ψK , ψM , ξ, θy) (45)
where the dimensionless total strain energy at maximum displacement U I for impulsive loading can be written as300




































In case where β 6= 1, the expression for ΦI,α should be substituted with an appropriate numerical integration. The303
major difference between ΦI,α and Φp,α concerns the consideration of the terms related to velocity and acceleration304
in the expression of the internal axial force.305









2U I (µ, ψK , ψM , ξ, θy) (48)
where I is the dimensionless momentum associated with the blast loading. As this response does not depend on p,307
the level set of the demand in ductility feature a vertical asymptote in the p-I diagram.308
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could be simplified. Observing that the transverse velocity X¯ ′ varies from I to 0 as the displacement X310
increases from 0 to µ, we suggest to use the rough approximation311










which is quite far312
from the actual dynamics, especially in the fully elastic regime. However, we observe later that this assumption fits313
pretty well the elastic-plastic reponse.314
Moreover, further assuming that XX¨  X˙
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where A3 = 4ψMξθyI
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Thus, the equation 48 becomes317
I
2 ' 2U I
(





An iterative procedure should be used to obtain the impulsive solution. A first approximation of the solution318
can be obtained by neglecting the effects of the lateral inertia in equation 53, imposing therefore that ψM = 0, in319




(k+1) ' 2U I
(





for the iterative correction of the first estimation.322
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4. Numerical Solutions323
4.1. Description of the numerical method324
The set of equations (32), (34) and (35) is solved with a nonlinear solver generalized from the high-order implicit325
scheme developed in [29].326
4.2. Illustrative examples327
Consider a structure composed by a steel beam IPE 270 with a S355 steel grade and a length 2` = 5.4m. The328
linear mass of the reinforced concrete floor ms is equal to 2500 kg/m . According to [18], the coefficients α, β329
and γ are chosen equal to 2, 1 and 1 for strong axis bending. The safest approach proposed by the Eurocode 3330
can also be used [19]. The peak overpressure and the positive phase duration of the blast loading are respectively331
equal to 306 kN/m and 105ms. The characteristic displacement, force and time are respectively Xy = 0.034m,332
ps` = 255 kN and T = 25ms. They scale the results shown in Figure 5.333
The dimensionless numbers of this problem obtained with a Guyan condensation of the IAP, as illustrated in334
Figure 4-c, are335
ψK = 0.64 ; ψM = 14.8 ; ξ = 2 % ; θy = 13mrad ; p = 3.25 ; τd = 5 ; I = 8.125. (55)
A value of τd close to 2pi indicates that the duration of the loading is very similar to the natural period of the336
structure. The dimensionless pressure p larger than 0.5 indicates that some plasticity will develop. The objective337
is to determine the maximum displacement.338
Figure 6-(a) illustrates the time evolution of the response. Figure 6-(b) shows the evolution of the internal forces339
in the force-displacement portrait. Four points labeled A, B, C and D describe the different stages of the response340
of the beam.341
First, at point A, the plastic mechanism of the beam has just been formed, meaning that X = 1. The sum of342
the internal forces is close to 1 since the effect of the lateral restraint is still negligible at this stage. At point B,343
the maximum dimensionless displacement (ductility demand) increases to 18.3, a bit after the moment where the344
blast loading stops. Between points A and B, the internal force in the beam first decreases as the membrane force345
increases. Then, it increases before reaching point B since the membrane force decreases because of the deceleration346
of the system, see (34). The internal force in the lateral restraint increases to reach a value close to the static plastic347
resistance of the beam.348
After reaching the maximum displacement, the beam is subjected to an elastic unloading in the opposite di-349
rection. Indeed, the lateral restraint returns a part of its elastically stored energy to the beam. At point C, the350
plastic mechanism is developed in the opposite direction. Finally, at point D, the beam starts vibrating indefinitely351
elastically.352
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Figure 6: (a) Displacement versus time – comparison between reduced and global models and (b) internal forces versus displacement for
a given example considering the following parameters : ψK = 0.64 ; ψM = 14.8 ; ξ = 2 % ; θy = 13mrad ; p = 3.25 ; τd = 5 ; I = 8.125
(Guyan condensation).
The displacements of the beam obtained with reduced models, i.e. the Guyan condensation (G.C.) and the353
dynamic condensation (D.C.), seem to coincide as they provide values of ψK and ψM that are very close. Also,354
these curves fit well the dash-dot curve obtained by solving the multi-degree finite element model of the whole IAP355
of the structure. Each structural element of the IAP is modelled by two beam finite elements and the time step dτ356
is chosen as equal to τd/1000 = 5.10
−3.357





= (3.25; 8.125). This point is represented by a red dot in Figure 8-a.359
For the braced structure (Figure 4-d), the values of the natural period T , the plastic resistance psl of the beam360
as well as the blast loading does not change from the last example. Therefore, the structural parameters ξ and θy361




are preserved. This modification is made on purpose362
in order to highlight the influence of parameters ψK and ψM only. The static response of the structure for the363
static condensation does not correspond exactly to the selected high-frequency mode shape of vibration used for364
the dynamic condensation, which results in a large discrepancy in values of the parameters ψK and ψM .365
In Figure 7-a, the displacement shows the same behaviour until the first peak. However, the post-failure response366
computed with the dynamic condensation reduction technique is now different from the response obtained with the367
full finite element model of the structure, meaning that the response of the IAP of the structure is rather quasi-static368
than dynamic. Indeed, the IAP of the structure is loaded by the membrane force in the beam which is quasi-static as369
it mainly depends on the response of the beam and not directly on the blast loading. The braced system significantly370
mitigates the effect of the blast loading on the response of the beam thanks to its (elastic) stiffness; the maximum371
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Figure 7: (a) Displacement versus time – comparison between reduced and global models and (b) internal forces versus displacement for
a given example considering the following parameters: ψK = 2.91 ; ψM = 14.8 ; ξ = 2 % ; θy = 13mrad ; p = 3.25 ; τd = 5 ; I = 8.125
(Guyan condensation)
displacement drops to 15.2 as shown in Figure 7-b.372
5. Analysis of the Model373
5.1. Influence of parameter ψK374
In order to draw the p-I diagram, Krauthammer et al. developed three different search algorithms and presented375
their disadvantage in terms of the numerical stability, computational efficiency, generality of the method and com-376
pared the numerical results with tested structural elements [28]. Among these methods, it turns out that Blasko’s377
procedure based on a polar coordinate system and the bissection method are appropriate for the needs of our study.378
P-I diagrams are represented for ψK = 0.64 (Figure 8-a) and ψK = 0 (Figure 8-b), while other parameters are379
chosen as ψM = 14.8 ; ξ = 2 % ; θy = 13mrad. At a design stage, each curve represents the required ductility. The380
asymptotes represented with solid lines are obtained with the analytical procedures developed in Section 3; on the381
other hand, black dots are obtained with the numerical simulation of the governing equations of the problem. The382
good agreement between these results obtained with two different approaches, in the asymptotic cases, serves as a383
validation of the numerical code.384
For a particular blast load (p = 3.25, I = 8.125), comparison of Figs. 8-a and 8-b shows that the required385
ductility is reduced from 23.7 to 18.3 when the lateral restraint is considered. The case ψK = 0 corresponds to an386
elastic-perfectly plastic beam model as the membrane force is negligible (the effect of ψM is much less influent when387






































Figure 8: Normalized p-I diagrams in logarithmic axes for (a) ψK = 0.64 and (b) ψK = 0. Other dimensionless parameters are
(ψM = 14.8 ; ξ = 2 % ; θy = 13mrad).
the p-asymptote satisfies p < 1. On the contrary, in the presence of a lateral restraint, the quasi-static asymptote389
might be significantly higher than p = 1, and the lateral stiffness could therefore significantly affect the ductility390
demand for longer blast loads with smaller peak pressure.391
Figure 9 illustrates the required ductility obtained with the analytical asymptotic approach as a function of392
parameter ψK (ξ = 2 % and θy = 13 mrad). It is represented as a function of (a) the dimensionless pressure in the393
quasi-static regimes and (b) of the dimensionless impulse in the impulsive regime. In Figure 9-(a), the curve AB394
corresponding to p = 1 presents a vertical asymptote at ψK = 0. Indeed, for an elastic-perfectly plastic model, the395
ductility tends to infinity since the quasi-static loading approaches the plastic resistance; the only load that can396
be beared statically by the beam has to be smaller than p = 1. For low blast loads, it is seen that the stiffness of397
the horizontal restraint has few influence on the required ductility. In fact the required ductility is so low that the398
transverse displacement of the beam is small and the membrane forces are almost not activated. On the contrary,399
Figure 9-(a) show that for large (quasi-static) blast loads the membrane action significantly reduces the required400
ductility. As to the impulsive asymptote, the lateral restraint is globally ineffective in contributing to the global401
resistance of the structure. One need a dimensionless impulse of more than I = 5 to observe an influence on demand402
in ductility. This is explained, as discussed in Section 3.2, by the quadratic relation between the spring elongation403
and the transverse displacement of the beam. Notice that these influences on ψK on the asymptotic behaviours are404
also observable on the diagrams of Fig. (8).405
For the first protection category (µ = 10), the maximum acceptable blast loading can be increased up to 17 %406










Figure 9: Required ductility (ψM = 10 ; ξ = 2 % ; θy = 13mrad and ψK variable) (a) for dimensionless quasi-static loading p (τd  1)
and (b) for dimensionless impulse loading I (τd  1).
second protection category (µ = 20), these gains can reach up to 150 % and 50 % respectively.408
5.2. The case of large membrane forces409
Figures 10-a and -b illustrate, respectively, the structural behaviour of the SDOF model and the quasi-static410
asymptotic solution (see Equation (43)) for the following structural parameters ψK = 3 ; ξ = 4 % ; θy = 7 mrad. As411
the value of parameters ψK and ξ are high, the initial structural behaviour is an elastic-perfectly plastic softening412
model until the axial force in the beam resulting from the membranar restraint reaches the axial plastic resistance413
(Figure 10-a). At this last stage, the plastic hinges are fully articulated and the remaining resistance component in414
the SDOF model is the lateral restraint. The force-displacement response therefore features a slope discontinuity,415
see red dash-dot line, which translates into a similar discontinuity in the total internal force (in blue), which itself is416
however allowed to increase again owing to the elastic nature of the restraint. Because of this softening-hardening417
behaviour, equating the work of external forces and the strain energy stored in the structure present several solutions418
as shown in Figure 10-b where the vertical line at p = 0.9 meets the quasi-static asymptotic solution at three points.419
In a “dynamic” step-by-step solution starting from initial conditions at rest, the physical solution is the first point420
of intersection between the vertical line and the quasi-static pressure curve since it would correspond to the first421
crossing, in time. A jump discontinuity is observed (from µ = 8 to µ = 18) for p = 0.94; the equilibrium solution422
of the structure is unstable inbetween.423
5.3. Assessment of the impulsive asymptotic solution424
Equation (53) gives an analytical approximation of the required impulsive loading Iapp to reach a given level of425
damage. In a design stage, this level of damage can be chosen as one of the target values corresponding to the two426
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Figure 10: (a) Structural behaviour for ξ = 4 % ; θy = 7mrad and ψK = 3 ; (b) Multiple solutions for a given quasi-static loading
p = 0.9.
levels of protection described in Table 1. The relative error of this approximation is defined as the following ratio427 (
Iact − Iapp
)
/Iapp where Iact is the actual impulsive asymptote of the corresponding iso-damage curve of the p-I428
diagram.429
All the dimensionless parameters are taken trough their practical range, the parameter ψK varies from 0 to 3430
and the other parameters ξ and θy are approximately the mean values of range boundaries for three different ratios431
of 2l/h detailed in Table 3. The last parameter ψM takes its maximum value, i.e. 20, corresponding to the highest432
level of error.433
For the first category of protection, the relative error is less than 1.5 % (figure 11-a). However, for the second434
category of protection, the relative error reaches a maximum value of about 6 % (figure 11-b).435
5.4. Influence of parameters ξ and θy436
The effect of parameters ξ and θy on the p-I diagram is illustrated in Figure 12, for ψK = 1 and ψM = 10. The437
two parameters are not varied independently, but well along the hyperbola of high correlation disclosed in Fig. 5. If438
the beam span-to-depth ratio is increased (ξ ↓ and θy ↑ ), the energy dissipated in the plastic hinges is reduced. As439
a result, the lateral mass and restraint should contribute more to dissipation of the energy generated by the blast440
loading. Therefore, the required ductility decreases, see Figure 12-a, as the lateral force, which is a cubic function441
of the displacement, increases rapidly.442
Same conclusions hold if the bending properties are constant and the beam axial plastic resistance is decreased443
(ξ ↑ and θy constant ).444
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(b)
Figure 11: Relative error in the assessment of the impulsive asymptotic solution for variable dimensionless parameters (a) for first and



























































5 10 20 ψM=0
ψM=20
Figure 13: Comparison of normalized p-I diagrams in logarithmic axes for ψK = 1 , ξ = 2 % , θy = 13mrad , ψM = 0 and ψM = 20.
5.5. Influence of parameter ψM445
With the help of numerical step-by-step simulations, it is found that the participating mass M? does not affect446
significantly the response. It has strictly no influence in the quasi-static regime, as expected. In the impulsive regime,447
these numerical simulations reveal that parameter ψM does not affect significantly the response for ductilities lower448
than 10, see Figure 13, but well for required ductilities of about 20, where an influence of up to 8 % might be449
observed. Upon varying the values of other parameters in their practical range of interest, the maximum relative450
error might reach 12 %.451
6. Conclusions452
The considered problem is that of a frame beam subjected to blast loading considering the interaction with the453
indirectly affected part of the structure. The purpose is to establish the p-I diagram for a beam extracted from an454
arbitrary structure (such as a steel, concrete and composite structures) taking into account the nonlinear membrane455
force, the M-N interaction and the lateral inertia and restraint provided by the rest of the structure.456
As a result of the dimensionless analysis, four dimensionless structural parameters affecting the required ductility457
of the frame beam are identified. Two parameters ψK and ψM are related to the behaviour of the indirectly affected458
part (the lateral restraint and mass). Another one ξ is related to the mechanical properties of the investigated beam459
(i.e. its bending and axial resistances). The last parameter θy is related to the kinematic of the problem (i.e. the460
yield rotation of the beam at its extremities).461
Parameter ψK outlines the favourable effect of the elastic indirectly affected part of the structure to limit462
the required ductility of the frame beam. If the beam span-to-depth ratio is increased (ξ ↓ and θy ↑), the energy463
dissipated in the plastic hinges is reduced. Thus, the lateral mass and restraint should contribute more to absorb the464
energy generated by the blast loading and reduce the demand of ductility. Parameter ψM influences the impulsive465
25
regime of the p-I diagrams for the second category of protection. The relative error made if this parameter is not466
taken into account can reach up to 12 %.467
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